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In line with the current globalization is happening all over the world at the moment information needs more important and urgent. According to Robert Murdick, the Sutabri (2005: 114) information analogous to the blood for the organization. Furthermore He argued that information is one of a very important resource for public organizations.

To meet the need for more efficient information systems and can be relied upon in making decisions management, computerized technology is a main element or influential. The computer concept has helped the development of information system management (SIM). Because it is hardware and software has opened a new dimension used in the conceptualization of an organization's information system. And the Office of the city of Bandar Lampung Land was one of the organizations that use SIM in information systems and national land management (SIMTANAS). A presidential decree issued in the year 2003 number 34 about the national land policy, Who commissioned national land agency for establishing and developing SIMTANAS. Thus researchers want to know how the implementation of policies of SIMTANAS in the Office of land the city of Bandar Lampung.

Source data obtained from the primary data and secondary data. And qualitative research methods.

Investigation results of the research it is known that the standard policy that exists in the implementation of the policy SIMTANAS in the Office of the city of Bandar Lampung Land adequate. This can be seen with Presidential Decree number 34 of 2003 on the national policy of land, Who commissioned national land agency for establishing and developing SIMTANAS and the decision of the head of the national land Agency number 1 of 2005 on standard operating procedure and Service Settings (SPOPP). Characteristics of the implementors is set up in the standard norms and mechanisms of Government Authority in the field of management Land. But based on the observations there are several Land clerk city of Bandar Lampung the characteristics of the agent implementers does not reflect a good SIMTANAS. Human resources are adequate. And communication and coordination which is interwoven has been running well. Either an existing employees in the Office environment of land between the city of Bandar Lampung and other agencies. However, communication with the public could not were said to be doing well, especially in terms of socialization. This is
indicated by the presence of a society still less know and understand about the policy SIMTANAS.
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